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We Have a Winner
President/CEO wins WBEs Who Rock Award from MBE Magazine
Minority Business Entrepreneur Magazine (MBE Magazine) celebrated their 30th anniversary at
this year’s WBENC 2014 National Conference and Business Fair in Philadelphia, PA. This huge
celebration started with the magazine anniversary launch reception at the Philadelphia Lowe’s
Hotel located on one of the top floors surrounded with beautiful views of the bustling city below.
Still riding the high from being featured as the 2014 Entrepreneurial Spirit in the May/June issue,
Donna Stevenson, President and CEO of EMS was nominated for the “WBEs Who Rock” award.
Shortly after being nominated she became a finalist who then walked away as winner for the
“WBEs Who Rock” Award that was presented by MBE Magazine! Before Ms. Stevenson even
had time to digest the news of being nominated she’d won and was greatly appreciative along
with fifteen other honorees.
MBE Magazine isn’t the only organization doing some celebrating. Early Morning Software,
Inc. will be turning twenty-one soon; and have decided to not only offer some big deals, but
some big support as well. EMS was a WBE exhibitor was a for this years’ WBENC conference.
The company booth is not only statuesque in size and style, but was a big hit! Being an exhibitor
allowed the company to showcase their industry leading software, PRISM Compliance
Management, to interested corporations and smaller organizations that attended the conference
and offer their “PRISM Special – Pick Four – 21st Birthday Deal.”
About Early Morning Software Inc.: It was the founders’ vision to create a small highly effective
research laboratory dedicated to customer service, innovation, and its personnel. PRISM Compliance
Management is the flagship product and thought leader in the areas of Supplier Diversity and Compliance
Management. PRISM monitors and manages your diverse programs, measures and analyzes your spend,
and consolidates all of the details.
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